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 US Treasury prices moved sideways as investors continued to position 
ahead of this weekend's Jackson Hole central bank symposium. Given 
lower inflation and recent US Fed indications, investors are expecting 
more dovish comments from US Fed Chair Yellen and ECB President 
Draghi. This encouraged a slight lowering of US Treasury yields by -0.60 
bps WoW. 2-year Treasury yields ended higher by 1.332% (+2.61 bps 
WoW), however. 

 The impact on German bunds was decidedly more dovish, as investors 
backpedaled from fears over earlier-than-expected tightening, ahead of 
Draghi's speech. Yields fell 2.68 bps on average, with the ten-year yield 
falling 3.40 bps to 0.380%, and 2-year yield falling 2.70 bps to -0.730%. 

  Key events that transpired during the week :  

 The annual Jackson Hole Economic Symposium was held Friday last 
week where central bankers gathered to give economic updates. 

 Initial Jobless Claims as of Aug 19 came in at 234k, behind 
consensus expectations of 238k. 

Oil prices were down WoW, with WTI declining faster than Brent, continuing 
the trend of a widening spread between the WTI and Brent. US crude oil has 
been more impacted this week, with US refineries shutting down in anticipation 
of Hurricane Harvey, which reduced oil demand and built up supply. This came 
at the tail end of an up-and-down week for oil futures, as consistent stock 
drawdowns supported higher prices, while profit taking pulled them lower. WTI 
was down 1.32% to USD 47.87/bbl, while Brent was down 0.59% to USD 
52.41/bbl.  

Most global equities recovered after hopes of a US tax reform resurfaced, and as oil prices fell. Meanwhile, yields were down for 
both the US and Germany as investors looked ahead to the Jackson Hole central bank convention. 

 US equities saw a sharp rise early in the week, after House Speaker Paul 
Ryan and chief economic advisor Gary Cohn both showed optimism over 
passing US tax reform this year. This was somewhat tempered later in the 
week by intense political risk surrounding Trump, both on his speeches 
regarding Charlottesville, and his hard-line stance on Congress funding 
the Mexican wall (with the threat of shutting down government). Overall 
the week saw light trading, however. The Dow Jones Industrial Average 
rose to 21,808.40 (+0.62% WoW) while the S&P 500 was at 2,444.24 
(+0.77% WoW). 

 European equities inched lower week-on-week as sentiment soured 
when the euro spiked on Friday, and with investors shrugging off 
economic indicators showing firmer fundamentals during the week. The 
MSCI Europe moved to 126.28, down 0.47% WoW. 

 Asian shares inched up steadily throughout the week even as oil prices 
fell. The region received strong attention ahead of the Jackson Hole 
convention, with investors looking toward risk-on assets outside of 
developed markets. The MSCI Asia Pacific ex-Japan gained 1.49% WoW 
to 530.98. 
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Local equities and local fixed income securities were flat amidst in-line economic data (i.e. budget deficit, debt prepayments) 
and investor sentiment remaining neutral. Furthermore, volumes remain muted as investors await statements from the 
Jackson Hole Economic Symposium. The peso rebounded week-on-week, supported by commentaries by BSP officials and 
the weakening of the dollar.  
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 The Philippine peso rebounded after assertions from BSP official's 
hinting that the currency has reached its floor. This was compouned by 
weakness in the US dollar on political noise and ahead of the Jackson 
Hole symposium. The USD/PHP closed at 51.080 (-0.80% WoW). 

 The Euro surged and touched its highest level since January 2015 
mostly after the Jackson Hole symposium late in the week. ECB 
President Mario Draghi and Federal Reserve’s Janet Yellen did not 
discuss their respective monetary policies but reiterated the importance 
of free trade and financial regulation. The EURUSD closed at 1.1924, up 
1.39% WoW. 

 The PSEi traded flat with a slight downward bias (-0.71% WoW) as investor 
sentiment remains muted amidst lackluster economic data. Supportive 
statements from S&P Global Ratings on Philippines' above average GDP 
growth over the next few years failed to lift expectations. Furthermore, the 
budget deficit figures came mostly in-line with consensus. As with last week, 
investors may be waiting for new catalysts to move the market. 

 URC rose 1.93% WoW in light of news that the Senate is analyzing the 
possibility of reducing the proposed excise tax on sugary drinks to a 
maximum of Php 5 / liter depending on the sugar content - a compromise 
between consumers and health advocates. LTG rose 3.58% WoW as 
progress continues on JTI's acquisition of PMFTC competitor Mighty, which 
suggests more rational competition in the low price tier of the cigarette 
market  in the Philippines moving forward. Higher profit margins are 
expected from PMFTC in a rational competitive environment. 

 Key events that transpired during the week: 

 Ayala Corporation (PSE ticker: AC) aims to build up the development 
of its health care business in collaboration with General Electric Co. 
(GE). AC will spend at least Php1 billion in the next three years in order 
to provide an interconnection of community-based clinics. 

 Japan Tobacco Inc. agreed to buy the assets of Mighty Corp., the 
second largest local cigarette maker (after LTG subsidiary Philip Morris 
Fortune Tobacco Company) for PHP46.8 bn. Japan Tobacco is the 
largest Asian cigarette manufacturer by market value. 
 

 Local fixed income yields  were flat with as investors positioned 
ahead of the Jackson Hole Economic Policy Symposium. Some 
investors are expecting less hawkish-than-expected statements from 
various Central Bankers, including Mario Draghi of the ECB. 
Persistent low inflation despite economic growth is expected to be a 
major theme to be discussed during the meeting. Ten-year yields fell 
0.6 bps WoW to close at 4.9857% while the two-year yields rose 1.4 
bps WoW to close at 3.8121%. 

 Key events that transpired during the week: 

 The BSP announced that debt prepayments from private and 
public firms amounted to USD2.01 billion in the first four months 
of 2017, an increase of 34.9% from  the same period last year.  

 According to to the BoT, the government had incurred a budget 
deficit of PHP 50.5 billion in July 2017, roughly in-line with July 
2016's shortfall of PHP 50.7 billion.  


